INFORMATION NOTICE
relating to the processing of personal data of data subjects as part of the management of the system for collecting and processing professional alerts

Date of last update: 11/02/2023

1. Introduction

MedinCell is highly committed to respecting the privacy of individuals and protecting the personal data it processes in the course of its business. As such, MedinCell ensures that it acts in accordance with all current legislation applicable to the protection of personal data and in particular with Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of April 27, 2016 on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data (GDPR) and Law No. 78-17 of January 6, 1978 relating to information technology, files and freedoms (French Data Protection Act).

The purpose of this notice is to inform you, in a clear, concise and understandable manner, of the conditions of implementation of the processing of personal data carried out by MedinCell, acting in its capacity as data controller, as part of the management of the system for collecting and processing professional alerts within the framework of the Sapin 2 Law, and to inform all persons concerned of their rights and how to exercise them.

If you have any questions about this notice, please contact us at: dataprivacy@medincell.com

2. Definitions

- **GDPR**: Regulation (EU) 2016/679 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 April 2016 on the protection of natural persons with regard to the processing of personal data and on the free movement of such data and any subsequent texts under French law including its implementing texts;

- **LIL**: French Data Protection Act of January 6, 1978, as amended;

- **Sapin 2 Act**: law no. 2016-1691 of December 9, 2016, on transparency, the fight against corruption and the modernization of economic life;

- **Personal data**: any information relating to an identified or identifiable natural person ('data subject'); an identifiable natural person is one who can be identified, directly or indirectly, in particular by reference to an identifier such as a name, an identification number, location data, an online identifier or to one or more factors specific to the physical, physiological, genetic, mental, economic, cultural or social identity of that natural person;

- **Processing**: any operation or set of operations which is performed on personal data or on sets of personal data, whether or not by automated means, such as collection, recording, organization, structuring, storage, adaptation or alteration, retrieval, consultation, use, disclosure by transmission, dissemination or otherwise making available, alignment or combination, restriction, erasure or destruction;

- **Controller**: the natural or legal person, public authority, agency, or other body which, alone or jointly with others, determines the purposes and means of the processing of personal data;

- **Processor**: means a natural or legal person, public authority, agency, or other body which processes personal data on behalf of the controller;

- **Data subjects**: individuals whose personal data is processed;

- **DPO**: the Data Protection Officer, is the person in charge of ensuring the protection of personal data within the organization that has appointed him/her, and monitoring compliance with current legislation applicable to the protection of personal data.
3. **Who is responsible for processing your personal data?**

The controller of the personal data processing operations covered by this notice is:

MedinCell SA  
3 rue des Frères Lumière  
34830 Jacou  
France

4. **What categories of personal data do we collect and process?**

MedinCell ensures the strictest protection of the personal data collected and undertakes to respect, in all cases, the principles of data protection, including, but not limited to, the principle of data minimization.

Upon receipt of an alert, MedinCell may collect certain personal data from the whistleblower, such as name and/or e-mail address if the whistleblower chooses to voluntarily disclose this information.

Legislation permitting, the whistleblower may choose to remain anonymous (whatever the channel used to report the whistleblowing), although this is not encouraged as it makes it difficult to conduct a thorough investigation and protect the whistleblower from any form of reprisal.

If legislation requires the identity of the whistleblower to be disclosed and if the whistleblower chooses to remain anonymous, his or her alert will not be processed by MedinCell under a legal obligation to which MedinCell is bound but under MedinCell's legitimate interests with regard to the processing of other alerts (having a channel for alerts and responding to all alerts submitted).

For the analysis and management of the alert, the following personal data may be processed:

- Identity, position and contact details of the author of the alert (unless he/she wishes to remain anonymous, provided this is authorized by current legislation);
- Identity, functions and contact details of persons involved in the alert;
- Identity, functions and contact details of persons involved in receiving or handling the alert;
- Reported facts and any documents or data voluntarily provided by the whistleblower;
- Information obtained in the course of the investigation;
- The report/summary of the investigation process;
- Measures taken following the investigation.

Depending on the nature of the alert, the whistleblower may also provide personal data that could be considered sensitive personal data, such as data revealing or concerning health status, ethnic origin, religion, sexual orientation, political opinions and/or trade union membership. If the whistleblower provides such sensitive personal data, MedinCell will process it to the extent that it is necessary for the performance of its legal obligations or necessary for the establishment, exercise, or defense of legal claims.

Finally, data relating to offences, convictions and security measures may also be disclosed by the whistleblower. Such data will be processed by MedinCell only if permitted or required by applicable law.

In all cases, whistleblowers must ensure that all the information they provide is factual and directly related to the subject of their alert.

5. **What are the different personal data processing activities that MedinCell may carry out in the context of managing the system for collecting and processing professional alerts? (Objectives pursued? Legal justifications?)**

As part of the management of the system for collecting and processing professional alerts, you will find below a table containing all the personal data processed by MedinCell, with the various purposes for which they are processed and the legal basis for their implementation.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Processing activities</th>
<th>Purposes of processing</th>
<th>Sub-purposes</th>
<th>Legal basis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Management of the system for collecting and processing professional alerts

Make available a system for collecting and processing professional alerts in application of the Sapin 2 Act, aimed at revealing a breach of a specific rule or any other international commitment signed and ratified by France.

- Providing a system for collecting and processing "ethical alerts" not required by law
- 1. Collecting alerts;
- 2. Examination of alert admissibility;
- 3. Analysis, verification, processing, and closure of alerts;
- 4. Communication with whistleblowers.

**MedinCell's legal obligation under Articles 8 and 17 of the Sapin 2 Act**

**MedinCell's legitimate interests in handling other alerts (having an alert channel and responding to all alerts submitted)**

### Management of litigation procedures related to an alert

Establishing, exercising, or defending legal rights.

**MedinCell's legal obligation under articles 8 and 17 of the Sapin 2 Act**

**MedinCell's legitimate interests, i.e., fighting against illegal acts, defending itself and asserting its rights**

### Protection of whistleblowers, facilitators, and persons in contact with whistleblowers

Ensure and verify the effectiveness of whistleblower protection.

**MedinCell's legal obligation under articles 8 and 17 of the Sapin 2 Act**

**MedinCell's legitimate interests, i.e., fighting against illegal acts, defending itself and asserting its rights**

### Control of the alert collection and processing system

Monitor the existence and effectiveness of the system, compliance with the whistle-blowing procedure and protection of personal data.

**MedinCell's legal obligation under articles 8 and 17 of the Sapin 2 Act**

**MedinCell's legitimate interests with regard to the processing of other alerts (ensuring that the system is effective and compliant with current regulations)**

### 6. How long is your data stored?

Your personal data will be kept only for as long as is strictly necessary for the purposes described above, and in accordance with MedinCell’s legal obligations.

**MedinCell applies the following retention periods:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Active base</th>
<th>Retention periods for intermediate storage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(Database containing data required for the company’s day-to-day operations)</td>
<td>(Database containing data required to meet a legal obligation, or which may constitute evidence in a legal dispute)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Management of the alert collection and processing system

Data relating to an alert is kept in the active database until a final decision is taken on the action to be taken. This decision is made within 3 months. Once the final decision on the action to be taken has been taken, the data is kept in an intermediate archive for the time strictly proportionate to its processing and the protection of its authors, the persons it concerns and the third parties it mentions, considering the time required for any further investigations.

Data can be stored for longer periods:
- if MedinCell has a legal obligation to do so;
- for evidentiary purposes in the event of an audit or litigation;
- for quality audits of alert handling processes.

## Management of litigation procedures related to an alert

When disciplinary or litigation proceedings are initiated against a person implicated or the author of an abusive alert, the data relating to the alert is kept by MedinCell until the end of the proceedings or the limitation period for appeals against the decision.

## Protection of whistleblowers, facilitators, and persons in contact with whistleblowers

When disciplinary or litigation proceedings are initiated against a person implicated or the author of an abusive alert, the data relating to the alert is kept by MedinCell until the end of the proceedings or the limitation period for appeals against the decision.

In the absence of disciplinary or litigation proceedings, the data is kept in the form of intermediate archives, for the time strictly proportionate to its processing and the protection of its authors, the persons it concerns and the third parties it mentions, taking into account the time required for any further investigations.

Data can be stored for longer periods:
- if MedinCell has a legal obligation to do so;
- for evidentiary purposes in the event of an audit or litigation;
- for quality audits of alert handling processes.

7. **Who has access to your personal data?**

In order to be able to manage the professional alert system and within the strict framework of each purpose, the following categories of recipient may receive personal data:

- MedinCell internal staff specifically responsible for the management of professional alerts within MedinCell;
- Lawyers and/or external counsel responsible for assisting MedinCell in handling professional alerts;
- State or judicial authorities legally empowered within the framework of their missions or the exercise of a right of communication.
8. How do we secure your personal data?

MedinCell implements all necessary technical and organizational measures to ensure the security and confidentiality of the personal data of the persons concerned in the event of an alert.

9. Is your personal data transferred to a country outside the European Union?

As a matter of principle, MedinCell takes care to minimize situations in which personal data may be transferred to a country outside the European Union. Nevertheless, it may happen that the use of services provided by a third-party service provider or application may involve, in the sense of the applicable legislation, a transfer of data to a country outside the European Union. In such cases, MedinCell will ensure that processing involving the transfer of data outside the European Union may only take place on condition that a sufficient and appropriate level of protection for your personal data is guaranteed. To this end, MedinCell, with the support of its Data Protection Officer, will use one of the mechanisms provided by the applicable legislation to control such transfers, unless it may be possible to benefit from a derogation in particular situations and under specific conditions.

10. What rights do you have over your personal data?

As a data subject, you have a number of rights concerning the processing of your personal data.

In the event of a request relating to the exercise of your rights, MedinCell undertakes to comply with it as soon as possible and, in any event, within one (1) month of receipt of your request by the persons handling the alerts or by the DPO.

The following is a summary of your rights in relation to your Personal Data. Please note that your rights may in some cases be limited or restricted depending on the situation and the applicable regulations:

- The right to be informed

The purpose of this notice is to inform data subjects about how their personal data is processed in the event of an alert.

Specific information for the person concerned by the alert
MedinCell must inform the person concerned by an alert (for example, as a witness, victim, or alleged perpetrator) within a reasonable period of time, which may not exceed one (1) month, following the issue of an alert. This information may be deferred if it is likely to “seriously compromise the achievement of the objectives of the said processing”. This could be the case, for example, where disclosure of the information to the person concerned would seriously compromise the needs of the investigation, for example where there is a risk of destroying evidence. In such cases, the information must be provided as soon as the risk has been averted.

- Right of access

The data subject has the right to obtain confirmation as to whether or not his or her personal data is being processed, and if it is, he or she has the right to obtain a copy of the data.

Any person whose personal data is or has been processed as part of a whistleblowing procedure (whistleblower, presumed victims of the facts, persons targeted by the whistleblowing procedure, witnesses and persons heard during the investigation, etc.), has the right to access it. Exercising this right must not enable the person exercising it to access personal data relating to other individuals.

This limitation is specific to the rules governing the protection of personal data and does not preclude the application, where applicable, of the rules of procedural law, fundamental freedoms (and in particular the adversarial principle), etc.

- Right to rectify inaccurate and/or incomplete personal data
The data subject has the right to ask MedinCell at any time to rectify and/or complete his/her personal data. However, in the case of alerts, this right cannot be used to retroactively modify elements contained in the alert or collected during its investigation. When this right is exercised, it must not make it impossible to reconstruct the chronology of any changes made to important elements of the investigation. This right may therefore only be exercised to rectify factual data, the material accuracy of which can be verified by MedinCell on the basis of conclusive evidence, without deleting or replacing the data, even if erroneous, originally collected.

- **Right to erase your personal data**

Except in specific cases where the law provides otherwise, the data subject has the right to obtain from MedinCell the erasure, as soon as possible, of personal data concerning him or her.

- **Right to limit the processing of your personal data**

The data subject has the right to obtain from MedinCell the restriction of the processing of his/her personal data and thus to request MedinCell to temporarily freeze the use of some of his/her personal data.

- **Right to object to the processing of your personal data**

The data subject has the right to object at any time, on grounds relating to his or her particular situation, to processing of his or her personal data whose legal basis is the legitimate interest pursued by MedinCell.

The right to object may not be exercised in respect of processing necessary to comply with a legal obligation to which MedinCell is subject, in its capacity as data controller.

If you exercise the right to object, we will no longer process the data subject's personal data in connection with the processing operation unless we can demonstrate compelling legitimate grounds for doing so. These grounds must outweigh the interests of the data subject and the data subject's rights and freedoms, or the processing must be justified by the establishment, exercise, or defense of legal claims.

11. **How can you exercise your rights with MedinCell?**

In view of the sensitive nature of the personal data processed in the context of an alert, the person concerned may exercise his or her rights by contacting the people handling alerts directly at compliance@medincell.com.

If you are not satisfied or your request has not been answered, you can exercise your rights by contacting MedinCell's Data Protection Officer:
- By post: MedinCell - DPO - MedinCell SA, 3 rue des Frères Lumière, 34830 Jacou - France
- Electronically: dataprivacy@medincell.com

If, despite MedinCell's response to your request, you are still not satisfied, you may lodge a complaint with the Commission Nationale de l'Informatique et des Libertés (CNIL) or the competent European authority to which you belong.

12. **Revision and updating of this information notice**

The content of this notice may be updated from time to time.

MedinCell may therefore amend this noticed in order to:
- modify the list of processings and their conditions of implementation.
- Incorporate changes in regulations and case law.